The following comments were made in the Zoom chat log by Consumer Privacy Focus Group Members and the public during the March 14th virtual meeting:

00:19:49  Anne Donnelly, she, hers, San Francisco AIDS Foundation: I'm having some instability on my network so I may have to turn my camera off
00:21:32  tien@eff.org: No issues as to recording! Didn't realize you were talking to me.
00:36:17  Lucy Johns: Have a question, don’t see “hand raise,” pl call on me thanks
00:36:59  tien@eff.org: Lucy, in Reactions, you can usually “raise hand”
00:37:31  Lucy Johns: Thanks! Done
01:01:19  Lucy Johns: As BAs - social service agencies
01:02:08  Lucy Johns: Business Associates, therefore subject to HIPAA
01:03:51  Lucy Johns: Is there experience with statewide HIOs with hacking? Is centralized “statewide index” more at risk than more centralized for hacking?
01:19:56  Lucy Johns: Thanks Mark! Really important, that OCR doesn’t require HIPAA-type privacy when payers or providers are sending PHI
01:38:13  Anne Donnelly, she, hers, San Francisco AIDS Foundation: I’m sorry I have to go to another call. Agree with and appreciate the issues that are being raised. Thank you.
01:41:18  Lucy Johns: No biometrics or genetic identifiers!
01:42:08  Lucy Johns: I appreciate that you’ve thought about what we have to talk about, Rim!
01:42:56  tien@eff.org: Thanks for running the discussion, Rim